DEVON l WATERS, SOFT DRINKS

Scroll back to the summer of 1987 and you’ll find Craig Sams, the hippy entrepreneur behind Whole
Earth and Green & Blacks, concocting something special in his kitchen. Craig’s children, Rima and
Karim, are the first to spot the drink’s potential after it becomes an instant hit with the 'rave crowd'
in the late 80s, and encourage their father to bottle it for the masses!
Fast forward twenty or so years and Gusto Organic Drinks are the leading purveyors of organic and
Fairtrade sparkling drinks in the UK, created with the adult consumer in mind. Organic ingredients
with a focus on ethical sourcing and flavour profiles have been combined to create a range of unique
drinks that are both complex and delicious in taste!
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Great Taste Award-winning Gusto Organic Real Cola is the first
organic-certified, lower calorie cola produced in the UK, sweetened
with organic Fairtrade blue agave and organic certified erythritol.
Gusto Organic Real Cola blends organic spices, essential oils and
African cola nut with Devon spring water.

12

275ml

Real Cola

Great Taste Awards 2017 - 1 Star

Slim Cola
Naturally Slim Cola from Gusto is a low calorie option, with the same
delicious blend of organic ingredients as their Original Cola, but less
calories. This Fairtrade and organic slim cola is sweetened with
stevia and is only 55 calories per bottle.

AWARDS 2018

WINNER
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Gusto Organic Real Cherry Cola is a delicious blend of organic cherry
juice, cola nut from the rainforests of Africa and the unique Gusto spice
and essential oil blend delivering a cherry cola like no other. Gusto Cola
is the only organic cherry cola in Europe, is sweetened with the finest
Fairtrade blue agave and is 20% lower in calories than regular cola.

275ml

Cherry Cola
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Sicilian Blood Orange
Gusto Sicilian Blood Orange is sourced from organic blood oranges
from the slopes of Mount Etna in Sicily, grown on a family estate that
spreads to the foothills of Europe’s most active volcano. These blood
oranges have reached their roots deep into the organic volcanic soils,
bringing a wonderfully diverse citrus flavour that even encompasses
notes of strawberry and raspberry. Gusto use whole oranges, pith and
peel, and blend these with Sicilian blood orange juice to create a super
orange blast of the sun-drenched South.

Ginger & Chipotle
Gusto use fresh organic ginger juice from China and blend it with
ginger from Nigeria and Indonesia. This is sweetened with organic and
Fairtrade apple juice and organic Fair for Life blue agave from Jalisco
in Mexico. This is added to a generous glug of organic lemon juice and
a little Mexican chipotle – a wonderful smoked chilli that offers heat, a
little smoke and a wonderful sackful of background hum.

Great Taste Awards 2019 - 1 star

Sicilian Lemon & Yuzu
How did a simple lemonade take 18 months to develop?
Gusto do not settle for using any old ingredients but instead carefully
source and craft the very best to produce their drinks. Gusto have
sourced the finest organic Sicilian Lemon juice and fresh yuzu juice to
create a truly superb adult soft drink. Along with the oil from fresh yuzu
peel, Fairtrade agave, Fairtrade apple juice and a light touch of organic
grape juice, Gusto have really mastered the art of soft drink production.
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